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Stop TB work for maximizing impact of Global Fund investments

Stop TB engaged via a number of platforms to ensure:
1. Needs in TB are funded
2. Funding translates into impact

Since the last Stop TB Board meeting all of Stop TB has worked actively via all of these platforms
Meetings and events

Important meetings, initiatives and events on Global Fund that Stop TB organized/developed with Partners

- Catalytic funding on missing cases
- TB SR calls with countries on funding request
- GF and TB REACH MOU signed; reshaping grants in Bangladesh, Viet Nam
- Meeting on Key Populations & draft Framework on absorption
- Meeting on TB & Human Rights; development of Legal assessment tool
- Workshops on modelling, costing, DHIS2 & sub-national data
- Meetings on GF at the Union conferences in Liverpool & Tokyo
- Managing GF grant to GCTA
- Participation in program reviews
- GDF TA missions and commodity supply
Plan for impact via catalytic funding

- Establish targets for missing people to be found (1 M more per annum by 2020)
- Sign off individual targets in country grants and agree on specific set of new interventions
- Fast-track implementation by country and in-country partners
- Annual meeting to review, evaluate, share and QA
- Modify interventions as required

Global Fund Country Grants

- TA for planning of interventions
- TA for QA and M&E
- Sharing of best practices

Technical support by Stop TB and Partners

- Recent experience in India & in few high burden Asian countries shows it is possible
- The role of Global Fund Country Teams and Regional Managers is crucial
Trends in TB notifications in 12 countries with matching funds (catalytic funding)
In conclusion

• Work on Global Fund involves a number of platforms, initiatives and partners

• The biggest potential for impact from Global Fund grants in the next few years is the catalytic funding initiative on missing people with TB:
  • Stop TB plans to work closely with Global Fund and with a group of Partners to raise the ambition at country level and support countries in reaching the targets
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